Morley Insights

Capital preservation:
rising interest rates flattening yield curve

What we’ll discuss

Interest rates continue to rise, though the longer end of
the yield curve is rising more slowly than the short end,
creating a flatter yield curve than normal. Some market
watchers expect the curve to invert as rates continue to
rise. Stable value investors are asking: How will stable value
perform relative to money market funds in this rising rate
environment and a flattening or inverting yield curve?

•

Stable value performance relative to
money market funds
in a rising rate and
flattening yield curve
environment

•

The benefit of stable
value funds over
money market funds

To answer this question, let’s see what history tells us, particularly time periods where
the yield curve has been flat or inverted.
Stable value crediting rates generally follow the course of interest rates. The average
duration of stable value is typically longer than money market so stable value crediting
rates will respond to interest rate movements somewhat more slowly than money
market rates.
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Yield curves usually have a positive slope, meaning investors typically consider longer
duration assets to be riskier than short duration assets and therefore require higher
yields to invest in longer duration assets. When a yield curve has flattened or inverted, it
has generally forecasted a softening or slowing economy that may result in a recession.
Historically, these slope changes are not long lasting.
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How does stable value
perform when the curve is
flat or inverted?
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Figure 1

History tells us that stable value crediting rates have continued to provide a return premium over money market fund
rates in flat yield curve environments. Over the last 20 years, as evidenced in Figure 1, there has only been one occasion
where money market rates were higher than stable value crediting rates. This was during a yield curve inversion, where
short duration yields were higher than longer duration yields.

What is the benefit of longer duration stable value funds over short duration
money market funds?
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The performance benefit of managing
stable value to a longer duration target is
observed through measuring the efficient
frontier of portfolio returns. At the
participant level, returns can be improved
by replacing money market with stable
value as the capital preservation option1.
At the managed account or custom target
date level, stable value could provide
a risk/return benefit that enhances the
value of retirement savings without
adding risk.
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Figure 2. Efficient Frontiers for Alternative Asset Classes (Q4-1988 -- Q4-2015).

The Bottom Line
History tells us that interest rates will rise and fall and the yield curve will not always be positively sloped. It also tells
us that the periods when the curve is flat or inverted are short-lived (Figure 1). History tells us that over time, stable
value provides superior returns over money market even though money market rates may temporarily exceed stable
value crediting rates. Finally, participants benefit from stable value over money market as a capital preservation
option (Figure 2) or within managed accounts and target date funds by achieving higher returns without additional
risk, enhancing their retirement savings.
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Performance (as of 6/30/18)

3 Month

YTD

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 years

Morley Stable Value Fund Gross

0.52%

1.01%

1.99%

1.80%

1.60%

2.00%

iMoneyNet All Taxable

0.33%

0.58%

0.92%

0.41%

0.25%

0.23%

This material is intended for institutional investors; Morley Capital Management (Morley) and its affiliates are not responsible for its use by other parties. The material provides economic and investment commentary that represents the opinions of Morley and such opinions should not be considered investment advice or an evaluation, recommendation, offer, or solicitation of any particular security or strategy. The opinions provided do not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation, or needs
of any particular investor and prospective investors should consider whether any security or strategy is suitable for their particular circumstances, carefully consider the risks
associated with any security or strategy (including a review of applicable disclosure documents) and, if necessary, seek professional advice before investing.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Performance returns assume the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Returns for periods less than one
year are not annualized. Gross returns are presented net of Fund Level Expenses which include Stable Value Investment Contract Fees, Sub-Adviser Fees, and Acquired Fund
Fees. As an example, the effect of investment management fees on the total value of a client’s portfolio assuming a) quarterly fee assessment, b) $1 million investment, c)
portfolio return of 5% a year, and d) 0.25% investment management fee would be approximately $632.81 for the quarter, $2,576.67 for the first year, $8,109.53 for a three
year period, $14,190.01 for a five year period and $32,156.08 over a ten year period. Actual investment advisory incurred by clients may vary. Investment carries the risk of
loss. Fees are described in the Adviser’s ADV Part 2A.
Market indices have been provided for comparison purposes only. Indices are unmanaged and do not reflect the deduction of fees and other expenses. Individuals cannot
invest directly in an index. The iMoneyNet All-Taxable Money Market Fund Index measures the equally weighted returns of the largest taxable money market funds. The
Bloomberg Barclays Stable Income Market Index represents a low-risk blend of asset classes from within the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index, focusing on
shorter maturities, and providing diversified exposure to debt from the government, credit and securitized sectors.

